FOR THE BIG FIGHT IN JANUARY

January will be an important month in the history of the little old Appeal. As announced the four issues in January will contain four special articles on the Federal judiciary by Judge Eugene V. Debs and a continuation of the Shay articles. I can promise you something in the way of a big fight not only for the Appeal but also for the Shay papers. The numbers of the January issues will be 736, 737, 738 and 739.

"Resolve this we are in the beginning a new policy of 'no compromise,'" says Judge Debs. This experiment means a good deal to the Appeal and the Army. It means cutting off $25,000 of our revenue; it means a better propaganda paper and a subscription getting will be easier than it now is. A paper with a great circulation—and we are going to try to increase our circulation—will not have a market or a group of people will not out of curiosity want to read such a publication to see what is that it does.

And in addition to this, January will be the month in which Warren once more goes to court—and in which the case will be finally disposed of. Taken altogether it will be a most important month for the Appeal. I hope every reader of the paper—never mind that the payments and the printings and the things expressed in the following letter, which, by the way, was written by one of the big men of the Appeal—will see what is coming.

To "The Appeal: Something clear which I have not control impossible as to write this communication under the name of that paper," the Appeal received the following letter, the Appeal did.
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IT'S BROKE LOS!

IN November, 1890, there were 54 banks in the
United States that had failed. This was the year
when the panic of 1890 began. It was a year when the
banks failed because they had not been able to find
enough money to keep the doors open.

A CORPORATION ANNEX.

Said by Others

"In the year of 1890, there were 54 banks in the
United States that had failed. This was the year
when the panic of 1890 began. It was a year when the
banks failed because they had not been able to find
enough money to keep the doors open.

SUGAR SCANDAL.

IN the year of 1890, there were 54 banks in the
United States that had failed. This was the year
when the panic of 1890 began. It was a year when the
banks failed because they had not been able to find
enough money to keep the doors open.

A body builder for the millions.

When all food stuffs are "Going Out of Sight" alone comes PRIMEL, the new "Made-in-Girard" breakfast food. Something ALL the family will enjoy, and cuts in TWO THE COST OF A BREAKFAST.

PRIMEL

This is the natural Cereal food not Pre-Digested nor Pre-Dextrinized.

24 CARAT gold and pure BRONZE.

When you eat PRIMEL, the white meat of it, you are eating food that is as good as any other food. It is the best food you can eat. It is the food that is good for you. It is the food that can help you to live longer. It is the food that can help you to live better. It is the food that can help you to live happier.

TASTES GOOD and MAKES GOOD


What the "One Moss" Says.

"It is no use to try this, and if you like it as well as we think you will, help us feed a few thousand people, especially children, better than they have ever been fed before.


DIAZ AND ELYA.

In his message to Congress, Taft says the people are
already so satisfied with the results of their work
that they are no longer interested in it.

The American Printer.

"The people are contented. They are not only contented
with the results of their work, they are also contented
with the progress of their country. They are not only
contented with the prosperity of their country, they are
also contented with the progress of the world."